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Nominees The One Minutes Jr. Awards 2020 announced

The One Minutes Jr. announces fifteen nominees for The One Minutes Jr. Awards 2020:

Aye Maing Ko, Stop the war, Myanmar
Kang Kim Bae, Allowence of sorrow, South Korea
Jay van Broekhoven and Joost Elffers, Connectie, the Netherlands
Hala and Zainab, Home again, Syria/The Netherlands
Lilsemere, Luchten zijn grijs, Eritrea/the Netherlands
Mehmet, Maatjes, Syria/The Netherlands
Miral, Dance forever, Palestina/the Netherlands
Munde, My Dream, Nigeria/the Netherlands
Myint Myint Moe, Sit Still, Myanmar
Phyo Thu Kyaw, Looking for a male teacher, Myanmar
Pyae Phyo Kyaw, Light and life, Myanmar
Rozi, Lonely Girl, Lebanon/The Netherlands
Sidra, My dream, Syria/The Netherlands
Ya Min Soe, Stop making noise, Myanmar
Yu Wa Ti, My feelings, Myanmar

Image: Pyae Phyo Kyaw, Light and life, Myanmar, 2019
Watch the nominated video's on YouTube:  
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeo036DgraXU_G1Qs7_vcpO5DBb7F1RP

Following the guidelines of the Dutch government regarding the global Covid-19 outbreak the 2020 edition of Movies that Matter Festival is cancelled. This means that the presentation of The One Minutes Jr. Awards 2020 on March 27 at Movies that Matter cannot take place at the festival in The Hague. In consultation with Movies that Matter, we have decided to continue The One Minutes Jr. Awards 2020 online. The jurymembers – Mijke de Jong, Kaweh Modiri and Dennis Overeem – will announce the winners on March 27.

You are invited to join us on social media, where the nominees from Eritrea, Lebanon, Myanmar, the Netherlands, Nigeria, Palestine, South Korea and Syria will be featured.

https://www.instagram.com/theoneminutesjr/  
https://www.facebook.com/oneminutesjr/

The jury members for The One Minutes Jr. Awards 2020 are filmmaker Mijke de Jong (BlueBird, Frailer, Layla M.), Kaweh Modiri, filmmaker (Bodkin Ras) and writer (Meneer Sadek en de Anderen) and actor Dennis Overeem, co-founder of The Buddy Film Project helping refugee filmmakers building a network in the Dutch film industry.

The One Minutes Jr. Awards 2020 is made possible with the support of Movies That Matter. The production of works in the competition was supported by UNICEF, Korea International Cooperation Agency (KOICA), de Vrolijkheid - The National Foundation for the Promotion of Happiness, Central Agency for the Reception of Asylum Seekers (COA) and City of Amsterdam.

Movies That Matter Festival uses the power of film to promote human rights and social justice.  
https://www.moviesthatmatter.nl/

The One Minutes Jr. is a project of The One Minutes Foundation, producing and distributing one minute videos from an artistic point of view, offering an international stage for people to create, engage and connect.  
http://theoneminutes.org/